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Auto

Y450301
3 Ton Ratchet Trestle 

(per pair)



Model:  Y450301

Product:  3T ratchet trestle (per set)

Description: The Winntec Jack Stands are packed in pairs and intended to be used that way. Strong ratchet-
type adjustment allows for reliable lifting, versatile flexibility and further support.

Winntec are an established and respected manufacturer, developer and supplier of quality, efficient and 
extremely reliable garage equipment - suitable for a vast range of applications.

22 Botha Ave, Lyttelton Manor, Centurion

Features: Benefits:
Positive lock Self locking ratchet  for extra safety.
Handle carrying Handle to make carrying and moving the unit easier. 
Foot pads on the base For extra grip and to prevent scratches to the floor

Easy ratchet type jack adjustment

In certain types of repair jobs, a jack stand gets in the 
way of the work; thus, the feature of fine adjustment 
in the jack stand helps in moving it to another position 
without upsetting the vehicle’s balance

Supplied as a pair

Unless stated otherwise, jack stands are sold in pairs 
and given a weight rating based on what the pair of 
them can support together. Having 2 jack stands 
increases your safety should something happen.

Light weight Easy to carry and move around

Premium European design

Recognizing the demand for high performance work 
shop products, Winntec sourced the best quality 
components and developed a range of premium 
work shop equipment which offers excellent value 
for money. Choosing Winntec means choosing 
certainty in terms of quality, functionality and after 
sales service. It’s the experience which makes the 
difference !

Weight Capacity

A 3-ton capacity means it can support loads of up 
to 3 tons, making it suitable for a wide range of 
tasks, including supporting vehicles, machinery, and 
heavy materials.

Adjustable Height
Come with adjustable height settings, allowing you 
to customize the height to match the specific needs 
of your task. 

Sturdy Construction Constructed from robust materials, ensuring 
durability and stability even under heavy loads.

Ratcheting Mechanism
The ratchet mechanism allows for precise height 
adjustment and ensures that the stand remains 
securely locked in place at the desired height
Safe Support: A 3-ton ratchet trestle offers a stable 
and secure support platform for a variety of heavy 
objects, ensuring safety for both the user and the 
supported load.
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Versatility: It can be used in various applications, 
such as propping up vehicles during maintenance 
and repair, supporting construction materials 
during installation, or as temporary support in 
woodworking and welding tasks.
Height Adjustment: The adjustable height feature 
allows for precise positioning and leveling of 
objects, ensuring they are at the right height for the 
task at hand.
Load Distribution: By using multiple trestles, 
you can evenly distribute the weight of a heavy 
load, reducing the risk of structural damage or 
deformation.
Durability: Sturdy construction materials and 
quality craftsmanship ensure that the trestle can 
withstand the rigors of heavy-duty use.
Efficiency: Using trestles can increase work 
efficiency by providing a stable and adjustable 
platform, reducing the need for additional 
manpower or specialized equipment.
Safety: The ratchet mechanism prevent accidental 
height adjustments or collapses, enhancing user 
safety.
Cost-Effective: Investing in a reliable set of trestles 
can save time and labor costs by simplifying tasks 
that require lifting, supporting, or stabilizing heavy 
objects.
Multi-Use: Beyond its primary use for supporting 
heavy loads, a 3-ton ratchet trestle can also serve 
as a work surface or support platform for various 
tools and equipment.

Training available Technicians can be professionally trained to use the 
equipment and get the maximum benefit from it.

1 year warranty The machine will be repaired if there are any factory 
faults and can be replaced if required.

Spares available

Should you have a breakdown you will not have 
to wait for your machine to be repaired. If there is 
anything we don’t have, we fly it in directly from the 
Suppliers.

Operational videos
Technicians can learn how to operate the machine by 
watching a video, which is easier and more simple 
than written instructions.
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Technical information
Min height 305mm
Max height 450mm
Width 185mm
Length 209mm
Weight 7kg
Packaging dimensions 240*200*350 mm
Packaging weight 7.2 kg


